
The ? that caught Ko'vid

1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Adverb

4. Verb Base Form

5. Adjective Ends In Est

6. Noun

7. Noun Plural

8. Part Of Body

9. Adjective

10. Animal

11. Verb Present Ends In Ing

12. Adverb

13. Noun

14. Kpop Star
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The ? that caught Ko'vid

The Noun closed promptly behind him.

"Greetings, Wizard", the tall midget, a member of the Noun species uttered

"Greetings, Ko'vid", the wizard, in his SHINY garb replied

"You know what I'm here for, Wizard", said Ko'vid, biting Adverb into his apple, that I'm just

mentioning now

"I do. You want to Verb Base Form my K pop collection"

"You are mistaken, my Adjective Ends in EST wizard. I am a warrior. I have no need for your futile

intellectual distractions. The horns of battle, the erhus of tragedy, the Noun of Noun Plural , that

is what I live for. No, I'm here for that!

" This?" The wizard says, pointing to his Part of Body

"No, behind you, next to the Adjective Animal "

"Oh, you mean the ORB OF MILD WISH GRANTING"

"Yes, that but with no capital letters"

"Ah, ok, it's yours, I just used it as a paperweight for my Kpop albums"

Ko'vid was Verb Present ends in ING . "Must be a trick". Wizards are known for their tricks and love of capital

letters.

"Can I really have the orb of mild wish granting, then?"

"If you so wish, of course"

As



Ko'vid was striding Adverb towards the orb, an exact copy materialized in his hands. His wish was

granted, mildly.

He left, trail of Noun behind

What he didn't know was that HIS orb would never grant him any wishes. The wizard smirked. He looked at his

KPOP STAR poster. They both smirked.

"It's so tiring having to deal with warriors all of the time. I wish this never happened"
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